Hypoxia is an important ecological, evolutionary, and biomedical stressor. While physiological acclimatization of mammals to hypoxia is well studied, the variation in gene expression that underlies acclimatization is not well studied. We acclimatized inbred mice for 32 days to hypoxic conditions that simulated altitudes of 1400, 3000, and 4500 m. We used oligonucleotide microarrays to measure changes in steady-state abundance of mRNA in the livers of these mice. Mice exposed to more severe hypoxia (simulated altitude of 4500 m) were smaller in mass and had higher hematocrit than mice exposed to less severe hypoxia. ANOVA and false discovery rate tests indicated that 580 genes were significantly differentially expressed in response to chronic hypoxia. Few of these 580 genes have previously been reported to respond to hypoxia. In contrast, many of these 580 genes belonged to same functional groups typically respond to acute hypoxia. That is, both chronic and acute hypoxia elicit changes in transcript abundance for genes involved in angiogenesis, glycolysis, lipid metabolism, carbohydrate metabolism, and protein amino acid phosphorylation, but the particular genes affected by the two types of hypoxia were mostly different. Numerous genes affecting the immune system were differentially expressed in response to chronic hypoxia, which supports recently proposed hypotheses that link immune function and hypoxia. Furthermore, our results discovered novel elevated mRNA abundance of genes involved in hematopoiesis and oxygen transport not reported previously, but consistent with extreme hematocrits found in hypoxic mice. microarray; hematopoiesis; leptin receptor; Mus musculus; immune system THE SURVIVAL OF AN ORGANISM often depends on its ability to acclimatize to environmental stressors. Acclimatization results from remodeling of the organism's physiological and anatomical phenotype in an attempt to accommodate an environmental stressor. A major mechanism underlying physiological remodeling is the regulation of genes and their products (84). Hence, physiologists are increasingly utilizing genomic tools to investigate physiological change. In particular, high-throughput studies of steady-state mRNA expression with DNA microarrays have proven useful in generating hypotheses concerning the mechanisms of acclimatization (34, 35) .
THE SURVIVAL OF AN ORGANISM often depends on its ability to acclimatize to environmental stressors. Acclimatization results from remodeling of the organism's physiological and anatomical phenotype in an attempt to accommodate an environmental stressor. A major mechanism underlying physiological remodeling is the regulation of genes and their products (84) . Hence, physiologists are increasingly utilizing genomic tools to investigate physiological change. In particular, high-throughput studies of steady-state mRNA expression with DNA microarrays have proven useful in generating hypotheses concerning the mechanisms of acclimatization (34, 35) .
Acclimatization and adaptation of mammals to high altitude hypoxia [reduced partial pressure of oxygen (PO 2 )] have received much attention due to its biomedical and ecological relevance (46, 51, 70, 72-74, 79, 92, 93, 103) . Mammals experiencing chronic hypoxia undertake diverse responses aimed at maintaining oxygen delivery despite a reduced driving force (partial pressure gradient) for delivering oxygen.
These responses include: increased hemoglobin production with a concomitant increase in hematocrit and blood oxygen carrying capacity; increased production of 2,3 bisphosphoglycerate, an allosteric effector of hemoglobin-oxygen binding affinity; pulmonary vasoconstriction; increased lung and liver mass; increased left ventricular mass, which leads to increased stroke volume; increased tidal volume and ventilation rate; increased capillary density; and anorexia and subsequent weight loss (1, 6, 12, 33, 64, 87) . In addition, while the above physiological changes are taking place, many mammals alter their metabolism to decrease their demand for oxygen. These metabolic alterations may include increased anaerobic glycolysis and glucose utilization, decreased whole animal metabolic rate, and decreased body temperature (32, 45, 86, 90) .
While much is known about the physiological acclimatization to high-altitude hypoxia, few studies have focused on the underlying molecular genetic changes. Most studies of the effects of hypoxia on gene and protein expression have focused on responses of cells to acute hypoxia (seconds to hours of exposure). Acute responses to cellular hypoxia include changes in a number of transcription factors, such as AP-1, NF-B, p53, Erg-1, and the Myc family of proteins. These transcription factors respond to a variety of stressors, and they are essential for regulating cell development, apoptosis, cell proliferation and differentiation, and inflammation (20, 54) . Hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF) is the best understood of the transcription factors that responds to hypoxia. HIF is a heterodimer of HIF-1␤ and one of three tissue-specific, hypoxia-regulated dimers, HIF-1␣, HIF-2␣, or HIF-3␣. The HIF-␣ subunits rapidly accumulate during hypoxic conditions, dimerize with HIF-1␤, and induce the transcription of Ͼ70 hypoxia-responsive genes (40, 42, 52) . Many of these genes are associated with physiological changes observed in response to hypoxia (81) . For example, in response to hypoxia, HIF causes upregulation of 1) erythropoietin (EPO), which is involved in erythropoiesis (increasing red blood cell production), 2) transferrin, a key to iron transport and metabolism, 3) genes associated with angiogenesis, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), and 4) genes associated with many metabolic substrates, such as GAPDH and pyruvate kinase, which increase glucose uptake and anaerobic glycolysis (11, 85) . Indeed, a deficiency of HIF-1␣, one of the HIF subunits, dramatically inhibits long-term physiological responses to hypoxia (107) . Thus, the HIF pathway plays an important role in both acute responses and physiological acclimation to hypoxia. However, the relationship between acute and chronic hypoxic responses remains unexplored.
A limitation of many studies investigating genomic responses to hypoxia is that they are often conducted using in vitro cell lines. Focusing on the cellular response to hypoxia removes the cells from their normal environment of the tissue within the organism. In recent years, increased attention has been placed on the effect of hypoxia on tissues in vivo (21, 25, 47) . From the few studies that have employed multiple in vivo tissues, it appears that changes in gene expression are likely to vary with how the tissues experience hypoxia and with their metabolic role within the organism (8, 36, 80, 94, 105) . Whereas previous studies have focused primarily on acute or intermittent hypoxia, none have compared genome-wide gene expression of mammals acclimated to constant hypoxia for extended periods of time (i.e., weeks) with unacclimated controls.
Herein we document changes in steady-state mRNA expression in the livers of house mice acclimated to normobaric hypoxia for 32 days. Much of what we know of the cellular response to hypoxia was established with hepatocyte cell lines (4, 27, 33, 86, 102) , and the liver is known to alter is gene expression profile in response to acute hypoxia in vivo (21, 52) . The response of the liver to hypoxia is not surprising given that the liver plays a central role in regulating energy balance, substrate metabolism, detoxification, and a small role in erythropoiesis (23) . All of these processes are affected by hypoxia, and they may be critical for acclimatizing to hypoxia. For example, acute hypoxia stimulates cells to switch from oxidative phosphorylation to anaerobic glycolysis, while perhaps decreasing fatty acid utilization. Increased gluconeogenesis performed by the liver can supply these hypoxic tissues with the glucose that they require (16) while increasing lipid storage of circulating fatty acids (13, 76) . In contrast, during chronic hypoxia liver substrate preference appears to switch from glucose and anaerobic glycolysis toward fatty acid metabolism (68) . Under normal circumstances, the liver produces small amounts of EPO compared with the kidney, but under extreme hypoxia, production of EPO by the liver increases substantially (75) . Patients suffering from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease have decreased drug clearance ability, and this response has been linked to the decreased expression of various cytochrome P450 isoforms by the hypoxic liver (28) . Finally, the liver is one of the few tissues that expresses all three HIF isoforms (HIF-1␣, HIF-2␣, and HIF-3␣), which suggests that it is important in responding to hypoxic conditions (76) . Because the liver is a key mediator of metabolic process and because it plays an important role in acclimatization to hypoxic, we focused our study on the liver (52) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Treatments and animal handling. We obtained 36 male mice of the inbred strain C57BL/6 from Charles River Laboratories (Hollister, CA). After acclimating to our vivarium in Reno, Nevada, for 1 wk, the 10 wk old mice were randomly assigned to one of three simulated altitude treatments. The treatments approximated the PO 2 found at 1,400 m (18.0 kPa), 3,000 m (14.5 kPa), and 4,500 m (11.5 kPa). The PO 2 were achieved by adding appropriate amounts of nitrogen to air using thermal mass flow controllers, and supplying this mixed air to each of three 150 l environmental chambers. Each treatment consisted of one chamber with 12 mice. Reno, NV, is located at 1,400 m above sea level, and the ambient barometric pressures averages 86.1 kPa. The 1,400 m treatment received ambient air. The 3,000 m group received air with 15.3% oxygen, and the 4,500 m group received air with 11.8% oxygen. Because animals inside the environmental chamber consume oxygen, the concentration of oxygen leaving the environmental chambers (i.e., the excurrent concentration) will be lower than the concentration entering the chamber (incurrent concentration). The faster the flow rate through the chamber is, the lower the oxygen concentration difference will be between the inlet and outlet air. Hence, faster flow rates are good for minimizing the oxygen concentration difference, but they also require more nitrogen and more frequent changing of the gas cylinders providing the nitrogen. As a compromise between these two constraints, we calculated the flow rate necessary to keep the incurrent and excurrent concentration within 1% O 2 using the formula V O2 ϭ FRi (O2Ci Ϫ Oe)/(1 Ϫ O2Ce), where V O2 ϭ oxygen consumed, FR ϭ flow rate, O2C ϭ fractional oxygen concentration (e.g., O 2C for ambient air Ϸ0.2095), the subscripts i and e stand for incurrent and excurrent, respectively (106) . To be conservative, we estimated total V O2 in the chamber as 24 times the average daily oxygen consumption reported by Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, Maine, http://www.jax.org) for adult male C57BL/6 mice. That is, we calculated the flow rate needed to keep the incurrent and excurrent oxygen concentrations within 1% O 2 even if the V O2 of the 12 mice per chamber was double the normal V O2. Based on this calculation, we estimated that a flow rate of ϳ2.5 l/min was needed, although the flow delivered to each chamber ranged from 2.5 to 2.8 l/min. Periodic checks over the course of the experiment indicated that the average oxygen concentrations of excurrent air were 20.2, 14.5, and 11.2% for the 1,400, 3,000, and 4,500 m treatments, respectively. These values compare with average incurrent concentrations of 20.9, 15.3, and 11.8%, respectively. We acknowledge that imperfect mixing may have resulted in some variation in PO 2 within each chamber and that the slight pressure differential needed to ensure airflow through each chamber may have resulted in achieved PO2s that were slightly different than those that would be calculated from our data on oxygen concentration and ambient barometric pressure.
Within each 150 l chamber, the 12 mice were individually housed in 30 ϫ 12 ϫ 8 cm standard rodent cages and provided with food and water ad libitum for 32 days. The chambers were maintained in a room with 12 h light-12 h dark cycle and at ϳ21°C (i.e., room temperature that reflected ambient building condition, not a precisely regulated thermal environment). Data from other related experiments indicate that temperatures within the chamber did not vary significantly from the ambient temperature of the room. The chambers were opened briefly on days 9, 17, 24, and 30 to change cages, add food and water, and weigh the mice.
After 32 days, 2 days after the final body mass measurements, we removed the mice, took two blood samples from the infraorbital sinus with microhematocrit tubes, and killed the mice via cervical dislocation. We immediately harvested the liver and preserved a small tissue sample in RNALater (Ambion). The time span from the chamber opening to tissue preservation was Ͻ30 min. Within 3 h of collecting the blood samples we centrifuged the microhematocrit tubes. Hematocrit was measured as the percentage of red blood cells in the column of blood. The two samples for each mouse were averaged before subsequent analyses were performed. Variations in body mass and hematocrit were analyzed with a one-way ANOVA followed by the Ryan-EinotGabriel-Welsch multiple-range test for pair-wise tests among the means of the three groups (104) . All procedures outlined above were approved by the University of Nevada, Reno Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Liver samples were stored at Ϫ80°C until the time of RNA purification. After homogenizing 30 mg of liver tissue using a liquid nitrogen cooled hammer and QiaShredder vials (Qiagen,), we used a Qiagen RNA Extraction Minikit (Qiagen) to purify RNA from the tissue samples following the procedures outlined in the Qiagen RNA Extraction Minikit instruction manual. The quality and quantity of the RNA were evaluated using an ABI Bioanalyzer (ABI Systems), and all samples were found to be of acceptable quality for microarray hybridization.
Microarray experiment. For the purpose of minimizing individual variation, RNA samples obtained from mice were pooled. Each pooled sample contained RNA from four mice. With 12 mice in each treatment, this design resulted in three microarrays per treatment, and a total of nine microarrays in the experiment. Because of the docu-mented reliability of Affymetrix products, we used the Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Array (22, 57) . The RNA sample preparations and microarray hybridization procedures were carried out by the University of Nevada Genomics Center according to the procedures set forth by Affymetrix. Aside from the microarray platform used, these procedures are identical to that described in Grimplet et al. (38) .
GeneChip data processing and analysis. The Affymetrix GeneChip arrays were first inspected using a series of quality control steps. Images of all arrays were examined, and no obvious scratches or areas of spatial variation were observed. A visual inspection of the distributions of raw perfect match (PM) probe values for the nine arrays showed one outlying array (the third replicate of the 3,000 m experiment). Digestion curves describing trends in RNA degradation between the 5= end and the 3= end of each probe set were examined, showing a notable outlying trend in the same outlying array, with irregular degradation between the sixth and eleventh probe pairs. The three Affymetrix quality control metrics for noise and background of this array were greater than two standard deviations away from the mean rates across all nine arrays, which led us to discard this array from further study.
For the 22,226 probe sets that were detected in at least one of the eight remaining arrays, raw intensity values were processed and normalized by RMA (robust multiarray average) (48) . Specifically, expression values were computed from raw CEL files by first applying the RMA model of probe-specific correction of PM probes. These corrected probe values were then normalized via quantile normalization, and a median polish was applied to compute one expression measure from all probe values. Resulting RMA expression values were log 2-transformed. The RMA expression values and raw microarray data have been submitted to the Gene Expression Omnibus database (series no. GSE15891).
Distributions of expression values processed via RMA of the eight arrays were similar with no apparent outlying arrays. Pearson correlation coefficients and Spearman rank coefficients were computed on the RMA expression values for each set of biological replicates, with all coefficients ranging between 0.992 and 0.997. A principal components analysis showed a clear separation between the three experimental conditions, with Ͼ99% of the variability of the experiment attributed to differences between expression measures of the highest elevation and the two lower elevations (Fig. 1) .
To determine whether genes were differentially expressed between the three simulated altitudes, an ANOVA was performed on the RMA expression values. Data were fit to a simple linear model for a one-way ANOVA, ANOVA was performed on each probe set using the linear model, and contrasts were based on differences between the three experimental conditions (57) . A multiple testing correction method [false discovery rate (FDR)] was applied to the P values of the F-statistic (6) . Genes identified with an adjusted P value P Ͻ 0.05 were extracted for further inspection and analysis. The z-scored values (expression values normalized across all eight arrays) of these probe sets were clustered using a simple hierarchical clustering procedure with the Pearson correlation coefficient as distance metric and the average agglomerative method.
The genes associated to the resulting list of 580 differentially expressed probe sets were compared with previous studies on hypoxia gene expression, and a list of genes common to previous studies was compiled. Gene annotation was gathered from the Affymetrix NetAffx Analysis Center (http://www.affymetrix.com/analysis/index. affx). Genes were categorized by their biological functions as classified by Gene Ontology (GO) (3), and these categories were analyzed using a series of Fisher's exact tests to determine whether functional categories of the selected genes were over-or underrepresented. GO functional groups were also compared with other investigations in hypoxia induced gene expression. Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (63) was performed as recommended by the GSEA User's Guide (http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/doc/GSEAUserGuideFrame. html) on the pathways including at least 15 probe sets from the significant gene list (Supplementary Table S1 1 ). Pathways were defined by the Broad Institute's Molecular Signatures Database C2 collection of curated gene sets from online pathway databases, PubMed, and domain experts. One thousand trials were performed, in which gene set labels were randomly permuted to estimate P values for each pathway. The P values were adjusted using the FDR method, where the FDR is the estimated probability that a gene set represents a false positive finding. In the case of small sample sizes, the recommended FDR threshold is 5%. Thus, we considered only those pathways with an FDR of at most 0.05.
Confirmatory real-time qRT-PCR. We selected six genes showing significant differential expression between simulated altitudes to verify the microarray experiment. ␤-Actin (NM_007393) was chosen as our endogenous control gene. Previously published primer pairs for each of these seven genes were selected from Primerbank ( Table 1) . The efficacy of each primer pair was verified prior to performing the qRT-PCR experiment. The source RNA used for amplification was derived from the same samples used for microarray hybridization. Aliquots of the same 36 RNA samples were pooled in an identical manner to that used for microarray hybridization such that we had nine samples representing the three hypoxia treatments. These nine pooled samples were then reverse transcribed into cDNA using the iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).
For each gene, qRT-PCR was performed in duplicate on each cDNA sample. Genes were amplified using 1 ng of total cDNA, 150 nM of each primer (forward and reverse), and the iTaq SYBR Green Supermix with ROX reagents per manufacturer's direction (Bio-Rad). PCR plates were designed such that two genes and the endogenous control gene (␤-actin) along with the corresponding standard curves were run on each plate. Amplifications were performed using an ABI 7000 PRISM Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) through 40 cycles 95°C for 3 s and 58°C for 30 s. We analyzed the data using comparative cycle threshold method (⌬⌬C T method). The ⌬CT was calculated as CT target Ϫ CT ␤-actin. The ⌬⌬CT was ⌬CT 4,500 Ϫ ⌬CT 1,400 for each gene. The fold difference was expressed as 2 Ϫ⌬⌬CT (60). 1 The online version of this article contains supplemental material. 
RESULTS
Physiological responses. After 4 wk of exposure to hypoxia, the body masses of mice differed significantly (P Ͻ 0.001) among the three treatments. Mice from the two most hypoxic treatments (3,000 and 4,500 m) were significantly (P Ͻ 0.05) smaller in mass than mice from the 1,400 m treatment. This difference appeared to have occurred during the first week of exposure to hypoxia. Data for the initial starting masses are unavailable. However, because these mice are from an inbred strain and because they were randomly assigned to treatments, it is unlikely that the starting masses were significantly different. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , variation in body mass was established within the first week by either a loss of body mass or a slower growth rate of hypoxic mice. The growth rates thereafter appear to be comparable among the treatments.
Whether the body mass of the 3,000 and 4,500 m mice differed depended on the inclusion of two potential outlier mice. During the course of the experiment, two of the mice that were in the 4,500 m chamber were much smaller (Ͼ3.5 g) than the other mice in that group. If those mice are excluded from the body mass analyses, then the mice in the 3,000 and 4,500 m chambers are not significantly different from each other (mean masses of 24.6 and 23.9 g, respectively), but both those groups of mice are significantly different in mass (P Ͻ 0.05) from the 1,400 m group (mean mass of 26.6 g, Fig. 2 ). If the two unusually small mice (16.9 and 19.1 g) from the 4,500 m are included in the analyses, the residuals from the analysis of variance deviate significantly from a normal distribution, which might cast doubt on that analysis. However, the nominal P values from the analyses including all 36 mice suggest that the body mass of all three groups differed significantly (P Ͻ 0.05) from one another. Figure 2 depicts the mean body mass over the 4 wk with the two outlier mice excluded from the data set.
Hematocrit differed significantly (P Ͻ 0.001) among the three treatments. Mice housed in the 1,400 m chamber had a mean hematocrit of 56.2% red blood cells (RBC), the 3,000 m treatment had a mean hematocrit of 60.6% RBC, and mice in the 4,500 m treatment had an incredibly high mean hematocrit of 80.7% RBC (Fig. 3) .
Microarray results. Of the 45,101 probe sets on the array, 22,226 probe sets were detected in at least one of the eight useable arrays. Upon the application of ANOVA and the control of the FDR, 580 probe sets showing significant (P Ͻ 0.05 after multiple testing correction) differential expression across the three experimental conditions. Of these probe sets, 455 showed an increase in expression in the 4,500 m treatment compared with the 1,400 m treatment, with the remaining 125 having a decrease in expression in 4,500 m treatment vs. the 1,400 m treatment. A heat map representation of gene expression patterns revealed a trend of distinct differences between the high and low elevation, with ϳ85% of genes showing intermediate transcript abundances in the 3,000 m group (Fig. 4) . Because of this trend, we focused further investigation on the comparison between 1,400 and 4,500 m groups. ,000 m mice (22.37 Ϯ 1.35 g), and both 4,500 m and 3,000 m mice were significantly smaller than 1,400 m mice (24.24 Ϯ 1.35 g) (P Ͻ 0.001). This pattern remained until the end of the experiment, but the differences between the 3,000 and 4,500 m experiments were no longer significant. After 30 days, mice in the 4,500 m (23.9 Ϯ 0.91 g) and 3,000 m (24.6 Ϯ 1.40 g) chambers were significantly smaller than mice in the 1,400 m chamber (26.6 Ϯ 1.34 g) (P Ͻ 0.001). To determine whether a specific functional group was overrepresented in the set of 580 probe sets that showed significant differences in expression, a series of Fisher's exact tests was performed on 21 GO functional categories, each of which contained at least five probe sets. After a multiple testing correction, only one category other than the "Undefined Function" category showed a significant difference (decrease) in the percentage of occurrence of functionally assigned probe sets among all probe sets in the analysis (n ϭ 14,107), and those in our list of interest (n ϭ 389). This category, defined as "transcription," indicated that genes involved in transcription are underrepresented in hypoxic mice (4,500 vs. 1,400 m). Other than this group, the lack of under-or overrepresentation of a particular functional group may be due to the small number of probe sets with significant differences in expression.
Independent of the GO functional analysis above, we compiled a list of biological functional groups with more than five representative probe sets that show significant differential expression between the 1,400 and 4,500 m treatments. These functional groups included those associated with the immune response, angiogenesis and blood vessel development, oxygen transport, oxidation reduction (electron transport), glycolysis, protein amino acid phosphorylation, carbohydrate metabolic process, fatty acid and lipid metabolic processes, and other metabolic processes (Table 2 ). While the representations of these functional groups were not statistically significant in our selected subset of interest, many of these functional groups have previously been reported to be important to responses to hypoxia.
In addition to using GO term-based functional analyses, we used GSEA to investigate the over-and underrepresentation of functional groups within the genes of interest (95) . GSEA is a method that tests whether gene sets, rather than individual genes or probe sets, are associated with experimental conditions or classes in a given study. Definitions of gene sets are based on published and curated information on biochemical pathways. The GSEA method yielded several pathways having a statically significant (FDR value of Ͻ0.05) association with the upregulation in the 4,500 m group vs. the 1,400 m group. Of particular interest was the Hematopoietic Stem Cell and Adult Progenitors gene set, which is a set of genes found to be expressed during hematopoietic stem cell and hematopoietic progenitor cell development (49) . The list of genes belonging to this gene set show increased expression in the 4,500 m treatment and is presented in Table 3 .
Based on previous studies of how gene expression responds to acute or cellular hypoxia, we compiled a list of genes that we suspected would be affected by chronic systemic hypoxia. Many of these genes are regulated by the HIF pathway. However, few of these genes appeared to be significantly differentially expressed in this experiment. Indeed, in our list of 580 probe sets, only seven are known to be regulated by HIF (Table 4) . When we compared our data for genes not regulated by HIF with data from a study looking at effects of acute hypoxia on hepatocytes (89), we found three genes in common with two genes showing concordant responses to hypoxia and one gene being expressed in the opposite direction in response to hypoxia. Furthermore, only a handful of the 580 genes that were differentially expressed in our experiment have previously been reported to respond to hypoxia in any study (Table 5) .
Several genes unique to hypoxia studies were expressed Ͼ1.5-log 2 -fold when comparing 4,500 and 1,400 m simulated altitudes. A probe set representing leptin receptor showed the most dramatic difference in expression with a log 2 -fold increase of 3.05 in 4,500 m mice compared with 1,400 m mice. Two other probe sets representing the leptin receptor also showed significant differences in expression with log 2 -fold changes of 2.93 and 0.807, respectively. Consistent with the hematocrit results, a transcript representing ␣-globin showed a 1.97-log 2 -fold increase in expression in the 4,500 m vs. the 1,400 m mice. Two other probe sets representing ␣-globin and one probe set representing ␤-globin also showed significant differences in gene expression, though none over 1.5-log 2 -fold. Several genes encoding three families of cytochrome p450 and several genes involved in the G protein-coupled receptor protein signaling pathway were among the genes with Ͼ1.5-log 2 -fold changes (Table 6) . As mentioned earlier, relatively few genes showed decreased transcript abundance in the hypoxic conditions compared with genes that showed increased transcript abundance. Table 7 lists 25 genes that had a decreased log 2 -fold change of Ͼ1.0 in the 4,500 m treatment vs. the 1,400 m treatment. These genes represent a diverse set of functions, without any readily discernable pattern.
Confirmatory qRT-PCR. To validate the expression profiles obtained from the Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse 430 expression set array, quantitative real-time PCR was performed on six target genes and one endogenous control gene. Each of these genes was covered by at least one probe set that appeared in our list of the 20 most differentially expressed transcripts and had known biological function. We compared transcript abundance between the 4,500 and 1,400 m for all six genes. We performed a linear regression analysis to measure the relationship between the PCR data and the microarray data, which resulted in a very strong correlation of 0.935, and a P value of P ϭ 0.006. This result indicates a high correlation and confirmation of our microarray results (Fig. 5) .
DISCUSSION
Hypoxia is a significant physiological stressor associated with high altitude environments. Although most mammals have limited evolutionary history with hypoxic environments, mammals display various characteristic physiological responses when acclimatizing to high altitudes. This study utilized DNA microarrays 1) to help understand the gene expression changes in the liver that may underlie physiological responses following chronic exposure and 2) to identify other potential physiological effects of hypoxia that may have been overlooked previously by acute studies. The experiment was conducted at 1,400 m, not sea level. While there are some effects of this altitude on physiology (for instance, a hematocrit of 56.2 as opposed to 52% as is average for sea level C57BL/6 mice), this elevation is not considered to be extreme. The PO 2 found in Reno is not expected to elicit many of the characteristic responses to high altitude that we typically see Ͼ2,000 m (103). That being said, it is important to appreciate that the variation in gene expression we report is not a comparison of hypoxia vs. normoxia, but of varying degrees of hypoxia, from mild to extreme.
Based on the observed differences in body mass and hematocrit among our treatments, the hypoxic conditions were effective in eliciting significant physiological responses. However, the mRNA expression in the liver after 32 days of hypoxia was different from expression patterns reported in studies of acute hypoxia studies (37, 89, 99) . While several previous studies reported similar numbers of genes with differential expression, most of the genes in this experiment exhibited increased transcript abundance, but most studies of acute or cellular hypoxia report a general trend of decreased transcript abundance (89) . Thus, it appears that after more prolonged periods of hypoxia, relative steady-state transcript abundance changes from a trend of being reduced to a trend of being increased. This result is consistent with data collected from murine hearts (25) .
Few genes known to be regulated by HIF are included among the 580 genes that were significantly differential expressed between our high-and low-altitude treatments. This result indicates that, after 32 days, the previously described stress pathways, and in particular the HIF pathway, are no longer significant factors in regulating and maintaining physiological acclimation to hypoxia. Indeed, other studies have shown that HIF-1␣ abundance peaks after 4 -5 h in the liver then decreases back to normal over the course of several hours (94) . These findings indicate that, while HIF is an important transcription factor in regulating the initial responses to acute hypoxia, it is not as important in the maintenance of acclimatization to chronic hypoxia stress, at least in the liver. There are two nonmutually exclusive explanations for this result. One is that as animals physiologically acclimate to hypoxic environ- Few genes that are typically reported to be responsive to hypoxia showed differential expression in our study. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that we studied an organ in vivo, whereas most other studies have been in vitro. However, the patterns of gene expression reported here are different than those reported in in vivo studies of murine livers exposed to either acute systemic or intermittent hypoxia (21, 56) . Both of those studies of murine livers reported significant changes in lipid biosynthesis and sterol metabolism. While some genes related to these processes are differentially expressed in this study, there are not as many, nor are they the same genes. This finding indicates that chronic hypoxia induces different gene expression patterns in liver in vivo than either acute or intermittent hypoxia. Indeed, recent findings confirm that intermittent and chronic hypoxia stimulate different gene expression patterns in cardiac tissue (25, 47) .
The most dramatic result of this study was the large increase in hematocrit in the 4,500 m mice. While modest increases in hematocrit are generally seen as being beneficial acclimations to hypoxia (10) , an increase to 80.7% RBC is extreme and much greater than expected. A hematocrit this high leads to viscous blood and can put a significant strain on the heart. Consistent with this response was the increased expression of both ␣-globin and ␤-globin, the two protein subunits of hemoglobin. However, what is unclear is why these genes are expressed in the liver. There are two possible explanations for this phenomenon. One is the presence of immature erythrocytes within the liver tissue, which would express both the ␣-globin and ␤-globin mRNAs. Indeed, polycythemia at the level reported here is often accompanied by increased circulation of immature erythrocytes. However, it is unclear whether there would be sufficient numbers of immature erythrocytes in the liver to elicit this response. An alternative explanation is that portions of the liver were converted to hematopoietic tissue to support the massive production of RBCs. This hypothesis is supported by the overrepresentation of differentially expressed genes belonging to the hematopoietic stem cell gene set, as indicated by the GSEA. The phenomenon of extramedullary hematopoiesis is well documented in cases of pathological anemia, such as severe thalassemia or myelofibrosis (62, 63) , and it can occur when anemia is induced artificially (77) . However, there is little, if any, information on this phenomenon in relation to systemic hypoxia or exposure to high altitude environments. Therefore, the incidence of extramedullary hematopoiesis and its consequences for high-altitude acclimation have yet to be seriously considered. This result highlights the dynamic nature of the liver and the importance of in vivo studies to chronic hypoxia. The result deserves additional study. While we were unable to conduct additional confirmatory histological studies to confirm that extramedullary hematopoiesis took place in the liver, it is one possible explanation for our results.
The transcript showing the most dramatic increase in expression in the 4,500 m treatment vs. the 1,400 m treatment encoded a leptin receptor. This result is intriguing given the known responsiveness of the cytokine leptin to hypoxic stimulus. Circulating levels of leptin, a pleiotropic cytokine released by fat cells, are increased by acute hypoxia, and transcription appears to be regulated by HIF-1 (39, 61, 87, 88) . However, in contrast, humans exposed to chronic high-altitude hypoxia had decreased levels of circulating leptin (108) . It is possible that regulation of leptin receptor is another important mechanism of regulating the leptin pathway. Indeed, leptin receptor mRNA abundance in the liver increases in response to short-term fasting and increased circulating leptin (17) . While our results indicate that the leptin pathway may be an important response to hypoxia, the pleiotropic nature of this pathway makes it difficult to interpret the physiological significance of increased leptin receptor mRNA abundance in the liver. The leptin pathway is best known for its inhibitory effect on appetite, and an obvious hypothesis would be to link the leptin pathway with hypoxia-induced anorexia. However, despite increased expression during hypoxia, leptin does not appear to regulate hypoxia-induced anorexia (88, 98) . Leptin signaling also has a significant positive effect on organismal metabolic rate and body temperature (2, 31, 59, 69, 91) . In contrast, acute hypoxia typically leads to decreased metabolic rate and body temperature, at least in small mammals (12, 29, 32, 64, 65, 90) . While we did not measure metabolic rate or body temperature in our mice, it seems likely that they became hypometabolic and anapyrexic when initially exposed to hypoxia (41) . However, the effects of prolonged hypoxic exposure on metabolism are less obvious as there are comparatively fewer data on the effects of chronic hypoxia. Nonetheless, we hypothesize that at least in some strains and species, hypometabolism and anapyrexia may be transient responses to hypoxia (1, 67, 78) . As an animal acclimates to hypoxia and attempts to regain oxygen homeostasis via increased oxygen delivery to its tissues, it seems plausible that metabolic rate would return toward normal. Perhaps leptin and its receptors help regulate this process? Furthermore, responses to hypoxia can be species specific (40, 42) . For example, compared with effects on metabolic rates of rats, hamsters may be less affected by hypoxia and mice may be more affected (30, 41) . Accordingly hypoxia-induced changes in gene expression may also be species specific, and as for any study of a single species of mammal, our results may not be generally applicable to other mammals. We therefore conclude that the effects of chronic hypoxia on the leptin pathway and its relationship to body temperature and metabolism is an area in need of further research.
Other physiological processes that are affected by leptin include glucose and fatty acid metabolism, hematopoiesis, and immune function (2, 31, 100) . These physiological processes also appear to be important in acclimation to hypoxia. Previous studies have demonstrated that fatty acid metabolism is enhanced in rats exposed to chronic hypobaric hypoxia (68) , and indeed several genes related to fatty acid metabolism were differentially expressed in our experiment. While it is unknown whether fatty acid metabolism was increased in our mice, it is possible that altering fatty acid metabolism is important for acclimating to hypoxia and that the leptin pathway plays a role in this response. Another important function of leptin is its role in hematopoiesis. Leptin receptor can be expressed by hematopoietic stem cells, and indeed, the leptin pathway is an important progenitor of hematopoiesis (7, 26) . The dramatic increased expression of leptin receptor in our 4,500 m liver samples may be another indication that extramedullary hematopoiesis is taking place.
We sorted transcripts significantly affected by hypoxia into their functional classes (Table 2) . These biological functional groups include transcripts involved in angiogenesis, oxidation reduction, carbohydrate metabolism, fatty acid and lipid metabolism, glycolysis, and protein amino acid phosphorylation. Many of these functional groups typically respond to acute or intermittent hypoxia, and thus these results are not surprising (37, 56, 89) . However, the particular genes representing these functional groups are not typical of previous studies of hypoxia. This result indicates that these biological functions are important in acclimation to hypoxia but that the particular transcripts that are involved in adjusting to hypoxia vary temporally with duration of hypoxic exposure.
The metabolic activities of the liver, which often generate carbon dioxide, also play an important role in acid-base homeostasis. This process is important to hypoxia acclimatization in that the hypoxic ventilatory response (HVR) typically leads to respiratory alkalosis. While increased ventilation remains during long periods of acclimatization (71), the pH of the blood typically returns close to normal via metabolic and blood regulation of bicarbonate (1, 67, 103) . However, because we did not measure either ventilatory rate or blood pH, it is impossible to say whether alterations in the above transcript abundances could be contributing to maintenance of acid-base homeostasis or be affected by the slightly higher blood pH typically found in mammals acclimatized to hypoxia. To add to the complexity, two transcripts that have been implicated in maintaining acid-base balance had decreased expression in the 4,500 m mice: aquaporin 8 (log 2 -fold change of Ϫ1.09) and carbonic anhydrase 14 (log 2 -fold change of Ϫ0.95) (44, 50, 58) . So while we are unable to draw direct conclusions regarding the relationship between liver transcript abundance and acid-base balance in response to HVR, we encourage the reader to keep this process in mind.
In this study we found an abundance of differentially expressed genes related to the immune system. Unlike the functional classes described above, the immune system is not typically viewed as important in responding to chronic, systemic hypoxia. However, there is increasing evidence that hypoxia may alter the immune system. For example, several studies of humans in high-altitude environments indicate perturbations of the immune system, particularly with respect to changes in circulating leukocytes (5, 14, 15, 24) . Numerous explanations have been proposed to explain why sojourners to high altitude experience immune changes, including changes in diet, stress, etc. (5) . More recent evidence indicates that hypoxia in and of itself has an influence on the circulating immune system. In particular, hypoxia has a proinflammatory effect on macrophages, neutrophils and other leukocytes and an antiinflammatory effect on some lymphocytes (9, 18, 55, 66, 97, 101) . Furthermore, there is growing evidence that HIF is a key regulator of many immunological processes (19, 43, 109 ). Yet again, the particular genes regulated by HIF pathway are not differentially expressed in our study. This result is similar to that for the other biological functional groups reported above. Namely, the immune system appears to respond to both acute and chronic hypoxia, but the particular transcripts involved in the immune systems responses vary with length of exposure to hypoxia.
The liver is a dynamic organ that not only is composed of hepatocytes but also houses many immune cells, blood cells, and, perhaps in this case, hematopoietic tissue. Unfortunately, it is not possible to distinguish which responses in gene expression are attributable to which cell types or processes. This may be a major source of variation between this study and other reports of gene expression in response to hypoxia. However, this study indicates that many of the biological functional groups regulated in response to acute hypoxia are also important in maintaining acclimation to chronic systemic hypoxia. Therefore, we hypothesize that regulatory pathways, and thus the representative genes expressed from a functional group, change with time and exposure to systemic hypoxia. So, while one set of genes achieves initial acclimatization to hypoxia, different but related groups of genes are likely involved in maintaining acclimatization. Understanding these differences will be important to better understanding the physiological effects of hypoxia and acclimatization to high altitudes.
